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Abstract— Smart community leverages information and communications technology to improve the quality of life in terms
of education, health care, and government services. In smart
community, residents manage their home appliances to cooperate on stabilizing renewable power supply, energy saving,
and information communications. In this paper, we propose
an efficient and privacy-preserving service searching scheme
(EPS) for smart community to enable residents to receive some
Internet bandwidth from cooperative nearby homes so as to
obtain pervasive Internet access at the cheap cost. Specifically, the
EPS enables a resident to send a service request to nearby homes,
and the latter responds the request with either uploading data
via Internet connection or forwarding data to other homes via
WiFi. As the Internet and WiFi bandwidth for homes is limited,
the homes assign residents with different priorities and prefer to
serve residents with high priorities. The priority is determined by
a proximity score between residents and home owners, and the
identity information is not disclosed in the calculation process.
Moreover, the EPS preserves the location privacy of residents by
adopting the multiple pseudonym techniques. Detailed privacy
analyses in terms of the identity privacy and the location
privacy are provided. In addition, the communication efficiency
is validated through extensive simulations.
Index Terms— Internet of Things, smart community, privacy
preservation, cooperative network.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

MART community [1]–[3], which is composed of networked smart homes in a local residential region and
formed upon the agreement of participating home owners
with respect to local geographic, terrain and zoning features, is a promising application of Internet of Things (IoT).
Smart homes are essential components of smart community,
where communication devices such as personal computers,
smart phones, and tablets are connected to a wireless router
(i.e., home gateway) [4]–[6]. In addition, home appliances
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such as anti-theft system, air conditioner can receive control
instructions from the home gateway such that the residents
can have an easy and real-time control. Home gateways also
represent their hosting smart homes and together constitute
a wireless multi-hop network through the WiFi technology.
This pervasive wireless multi-hop network can cover the whole
smart community from public entertaining centers to pedestrian streets where the residents often walk around. Furthermore, it allows the residents outside of home to timely upload
the critical information (e.g., health information) via the Internet bandwidth shared by nearby smart homes. The bandwidth
sharing concept [7] has been proposed in a mobile environment
where users are able to request other communication devices
in the proximity as mobile data relays and their demand on
the cellular infrastructure is reduced. A commercial solution
proposed and implemented by Fon company is that a member
of Fon community agrees to share a small amount of WiFi
at home, and gets free Internet roaming at Fon Spots (over
seven million spots now) worldwide in return. Similar to Fon,
in the smart community, if every home shares a small portion
of bandwidth, residents with smartphones could obtain the
Internet access from the cooperative homes at the cheap cost.
The smart community thus extends residents communication
capabilities in space and enables pervasive Internet-based
mobile applications.
Privacy is another emerging issue that has received considerable attention recently. In the smart community, residents
require extensive privacy protections. The identity information
is the most privacy-sensitive information to individuals. Once
it is revealed to the malicious attackers, the behaviors of
residents are easy to be tracked and linked. Besides, residents
do not want to disclose the location information to untrusted
entities. In the smart community, residents may have the fixed
and privacy-sensitive mobility routes, e.g., visiting the snack
store in the afternoon and jogging on the street after dinner.
The attackers can easily identify a resident by observing when
and where the resident has visited. Thus, the access of the
location information should be carefully restricted. Other than
privacy, communication efficiency and reliability are essential
to the services provided by smart homes. When residents
move, the data relay strategies have to be adaptively adjusted
such that residents can still obtain the satisfied services from
the smart homes. In the following, we denote residents as users
and smart home owners as homes for simplicity.
In this paper, we consider users send their service requests,
e.g., how much Internet bandwidth is needed, to the nearby
homes. The homes either consume the Internet bandwidth (IB)
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to upload the data or consume the WiFi bandwidth (WB) to
relay the data to other homes. If receiving multiple service
requests from users, a home starts to serve the users with high
priorities. The priority can be determined by a proximity score
between users and homes. Specifically, we propose an efficient
and privacy-preserving service searching (EPS) scheme to
enable users to request the bandwidth from nearby homes and
schedule the data relay strategies. We introduce a thresholdbased attribute structure and develop a privacy-preserving
attribute authentication scheme for preserving the identity
privacy. We also adopt the multiple pseudonym techniques to
preserve user location privacy. Lastly, we conduct extensive
simulations based on a geographic map and evaluate the
EPS in terms of average service rate and average obtained
bandwidth.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the related work. The network model and the
design goals are defined in Section III. Then, the EPS is
proposed in Section IV and its privacy properties are analyzed
in Section IV. The performance evaluation is presented in
Section V, followed by the conclusions given in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Recently, the smart community, as a typical IoT application,
receives considerable attentions [1], [3], [5], [6]. Li et al.
[1] proposed a smart community architecture, including home
domain, community domain and service domain. They showed
some interesting IoT applications, such as neighborhood watch
and pervasive healthcare, and presented the future research
challenges, such as cooperative authentication and detecting unreliable nodes. Liang et al. [3] developed a remote
healthcare system with privacy-preservation in the smart community where the networked homes are able to help users
deliver health information to online medical practitioners.
They replaced the unique identity with the attributes to protect
the identity privacy, and restricted the access of location information to preserve the location privacy. Han et al. [5] devised
a smart home control system to efficiently use energy in an
individual home domain through IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee.
The disjoint multi-path routing protocol is proposed to provide
a stable communication channel and save energy for data
transmission. Son et al. [6] proposed a resource-aware smart
home management system and defined a resource relation
graph to hierarchically manage home resources. The proposed
management system not only supports advanced future smart
home services, but also improves the response time for controlling smart home. Guo et al. [8] proposed an opportunistic IoT,
which explores social impacts and enables the opportunistic
connection among smart devices, homes, and communities.
Privacy preservation [9]–[11] as a fundamental user requirement is also important to the applications in the smart
community. A recent proposal in [12] indicated that one or
few snapshots of a user’s location over time might assist
an adversary to identify the user’s trace, and an effective
attack was presented to identify victims with high probability.
As a defense technique, the multiple-pseudonym technique
providing both identity and location privacy is widely applied
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The smart community with networked homes.

in literatures [13]–[16]. Freudiger et al. [14] developed a usercentric location privacy model to measure the evolution of
location privacy over time, and they derived the equilibrium
strategies on changing pseudonyms for each user from the
game-theoretic perspective. Beresford et al. [17], [18] explored
the concept of mix zone and utilized pseudonym techniques
to preserve user location privacy. Lu et al. [19] addressed
the location privacy in vehicular ad hoc networks by utilizing
the social spots to deliver messages for users. Zhang et al.
[20] further improved the location privacy preservation by
exploiting Voronoi diagram features to deploy social spots.
Most of research works adopt multiple-pseudonym techniques
to achieve unlinkability and preserve user’s location privacy.
III. N ETWORK M ODEL AND D ESIGN G OAL
A. Network Model
We consider a homogeneous smart community consisting of m homes denoted by {s1 , s2 , · · · , sm } as shown in
Fig. 1. Homes (precisely, home gateways) have equal wireless
communication range, denoted by trs . They are regularly
distributed in the smart community. Homes are well interconnected and form a wireless multi-hop structure which provides a stable and local communication platform inside of the
smart community. There are n mobile users {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u n }
in the smart community. Each user u i is equipped with
a smartphone pi . The smartphone pi has a WiFi interface and
can communicate with the nearby homes. The communication
range of pi is tru (tru ≤ trs ). A multiple pseudonym technique
[14], [21], [22] is adopted, i.e., u i is assigned with a set
of asymmetric key pairs and uses the alternatively changing
public keys as the user’s pseudonyms { pi di } for the data
communication. The unique identity can be protected as only
literally-meaningless pseudonyms are exposed to the public.
By frequently changing its pseudonym for authentication over
time, users protect their identity privacy and location privacy
due to the unlinkability of old and new pseudonyms. A nonexhaustive list of notations to be used throughout the rest of
the paper can be found in Table I.
Service requests from users: Users in the smart community
need to upload/download data to/from the Internet. Each user
u i has an initial request for the IB biI . It sends a service request
to nearby homes in k hops expecting that the homes share the
IB or the WB with it.
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TABLE I
F REQUENTLY U SED N OTATIONS
ui
sj
Au
Ai , A j ⊆ Au
s̄i, j
biI
k
b Ij
bW
j
bi,I j

bi,Wj

A user
A home
A universal attribute set {a1 , a2 , · · · , al }
Attribute sets of u i and s j
Proximity score between u i and s j
The requested Internet bandwidth of u i
The maximum hop counts between homes and users
The available Internet bandwidth of s j
The available WiFi bandwidth of s j
The Internet bandwidth of s j occupied by u i
The WiFi bandwidth of s j occupied by u i
Fig. 2.

Services from homes: Homes can act as either service
providers to share the IB with users, or service relays to share
the WB with users. A home s j for 1 ≤ j ≤ m has the available
IB b Ij and the available WB b W
j . The WB is generally much
larger than the IB for each home. Denote I1 as the index
set of users that a home s j agrees to share IB and I2 as the
index set of users that s j agrees to share WB. If s j agrees to
provide users u i1 for i 1 ∈ I1 with the IB
 b j,i1 and users u i2
for i 2 ∈ I2 with the WB b j,i2 , we have i1 ∈I1 b j,i1 ≤ b Ij and

W
i2 ∈I2 b j,i2 ≤ b j .
Proximity of home and user: Each home s j is unable
to satisfy all the service requests when the total requested
bandwidth is beyond its available bandwidth. In this case,
s j prefers to serve the user who has a closer relationship
with a higher priority. The relationship between a home and
a user can be identified by revealing their unique identities
to each other. However, in practise, they may not be willing
to disclose the unique identities due to privacy concerns.
We follow the idea of attribute-based profiles [3], [23]. The
attributes are associated with the homes and the users prior to
the deployment of the EPS. An offline trusted authority (TA)
initializes a universal attribute set Au = {a1 , a2 , · · · , al } and
associates user u i with an attribute set Ai ⊆ Au . The attributes
represent the interests of users. As well, home s j inherits the
attribute set A j of the owner. The relationship between u i and
s j is measured by the number of the common attributes of Ai
and A j . The larger the number, the closer the relationship
between a home and a user.
B. Design Goal
We aim to propose an efficient and privacy-preserving
service searching in the smart community. Since data confidentiality can be achieved by traditional end-to-end encryption
schemes, it will not be detailed in the EPS. Specifically, the
following objectives should be achieved.
• Efficient service searching and maintenance: The EPS
always consumes the minimum communication overhead
to enable users to search for the cooperative homes and
maintain the connections with them.
• Identity privacy preservation: Disclosing the unique identity incurs serious privacy violation and enables malicious
attackers to track the user’s behavior easily. The EPS
must protect the unique identity from being accessed by

•

The communication phase of users and homes.

unauthorized entities.
Location privacy preservation: Location information is
privacy-sensitive and tightly related to personal life.
The location information of a user should not be
continuously revealed to the malicious attackers. The EPS
should restrict the access of the location information and
make the disclosed locations of users unlinkable.
IV. EPS C ONSTRUCTION

In this section, we describe the proposed EPS in details.
We give an overview of the EPS including a communication
phase of users and a communication phase of homes. Then,
we introduce the proximity score calculation algorithm and
the two phases in details.
A. Overview
The EPS includes the communication phase of users and
the communication phase of homes. The users will run the
EPS according to Fig. 2. The user u i is initially in the
“service searching” status. In this status, u i keeps sending
a service request notification (SRN) to the nearby homes.
When u i receives a service information notification (SIN)
from a home s j , u i knows how much IB and WB s j can
provide. Then, u i chooses the homes and sends the service
confirmation notifications (SCNs) to them. After receiving
the service acceptance notifications (SANs) from the chosen
homes, u i checks if its request is satisfied, i.e., the obtained IB
b̄iI is no less than the requested IB biI . If satisfied, u i changes
its status to the “service maintenance”; otherwise, u i is still in
the “service searching” status and continuously sends an SRN
for requesting the IB biI − b̄iI . In the “service maintenance”
status, u i does not send the SRNs, but keep communicating
with the service providers.
The homes will run the EPS according to Fig. 2. When
receiving an SRN from u i , s j checks the current services and
sends an SIN to indicate how much IB and WB that it can
provide. If the IB is positive, s j is willing to serve u i as a
service provider; if the WB is positive, s j is willing to serve
as a service relay and forward the SRN to other homes. When
receiving an SCN from u i , s j updates the services and ensures
that the user with a larger proximity score can be served with
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a higher priority. After the service update, s j sends the SANs
to the users with the updated IB and WB.
Four notifications transmitted between users and homes
are explained in the following. They are service request
notification (SRN), service information notification (SIN), service confirmation notification (SCN), and service acceptance
notification (SAN). The protocol in Fig. 2 shows the order of
those four types of signals.
• SRN: u i → s j . It includes the attribute proof and a new
pseudonym of u i . From the SRN, s j is able to calculate
the proximity score and determine how much IB and WB
it can provide for u i .
• SIN: s j → u i . It includes the available IB and WB for
s j . From the SIN, u i chooses s j as a service provider, a
service relay or both to obtain the satisfied service.
• SCN: u i → s j . It includes the chosen homes and the
corresponding IB and WB assigned by u i . s j deducts the
occupied IB and WB from its available IB and WB.
• SAN: s j → u i . It includes the accepted IB and WB by
s j . u i deducts the obtained IB and WB from the total
requested IB and WB.
In the EPS, time is divided into equal slots. In each time
slot, users firstly send their SRNs to homes if they need the
available IB. After receiving all SRNs from users, homes make
a bandwidth allocation based on the service priority. Homes
always firstly assign the bandwidth to the users with higher
priorities. Based on the new allocation, homes send SANs to
users who obtain different amount of bandwidth compared to
the previous time slot. Note that, the duration of one time slot
directly impacts the overhead of the maintenance operations.
If the duration of a time slot increases, homes perform the
maintenance less frequently. As a result, users with higher
priorities may not immediately obtain their services because
they may miss the maintenance operation and need to wait
for the new allocation until the next time slot. In this case,
it is unfair for the users with high priorities, but the average
obtained bandwidth of all users may not be influenced.
B. Proximity Score Calculation
We first introduce the proximity score calculation algorithm
which will be used in the communication phase of homes.
The proximity score calculation algorithm is used for ranking
the priority levels of users. Homes obtain the attribute proof
of users from their SRNs. The attribute proof is designed
as a threshold-based attribute structure with the maximum
threshold gate value d. An example 3-of-8 structure is shown
in Fig. 3. By using this structure, a user is able to prove that
he/she has at least three of the eight attributes (a1 , · · · , a8 ).
In the following, we adopt the bilinear pairing technique [24]
to implement the authentication scheme.
Bilinear Pairing Notations: Let G and GT be two finite
cyclic groups of the same large order n, where n = pq is a
product of two large primes p and q. Suppose G and GT are
equipped with a pairing, i.e., a non-degenerated and efficiently
computable bilinear map e : G×G → GT such that i) ∀g, h ∈
G, ∀a, b ∈ Zn , e(g a , h b ) = e(g, h)ab ; and ii) ∃g ∈ G, e(g, g)
has order n in GT .

Fig. 3.
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Threshold-based attribute structure.

Initialization: System public parameters pub
=
(n, g, u, h, G, GT , e, H, , Ty (1 ≤ y ≤ l + d − 1), Au ∪ Ar ),
where an offline trusted authority generates a redundant
attribute set Ar = {al+1 , · · · , al+d−1 }, two generators (g, u)
of G, a generator h of Gq (Gq is a subgroup of G with order
q), a secure cryptographic hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗n ,
a random number δ ∈ Z∗n , random numbers t y ∈ Z∗n
for 1 ≤ y ≤ l + d − 1, Ty = g t y , and  = e(g, u)δ .
(δ, (t y )1≤y≤l+d−1) are the master keys.
Key Generation: When registering to the system, an offline
trusted authority generates a unique random number t ∈ Z∗n , a
random polynomial q(x) = κd−1 x d−1 +κd−2 x d−2 +· · ·+κ1 x +
δ. User u i obtains the secret key E i = kd , (d y )a y ∈Ai ∪Ar ,
q(y)

where kd = t and d y = u t+t y .
Attribute Proof Generation: Let u i ’s attribute structure be
Ti , the threshold value be th, and an attribute set corresponding to Ti ’s leaf nodes be i . Let i ⊆ Ai ∩ i be
an attribute set with size th. u i chooses a subset Ar =
{al+1 , · · · , al+d−t h } ⊆ Ar (|Ar | = d − th). Then, for each
attribute a y ∈  =
i computes the Lagrange
 i ∪ Ar , u0−w
coefficient ω y =
w|aw ∈,w = y y−w . u i randomly selects
rt , r p , r y ∈ Z∗n for a y ∈ i ∪ Ar and computes Sy for
a y ∈ i ∪ Ar as follows
 ω
d y y · h r y , if a y ∈ 
Sy =
(1)
h r y , if a y ∈ i \ i
u i outputs the attribute proof
σi = pi di , Ti , St , S p , (S y )a y ∈i ∪Ar , π1 , π2 ,
1

where St = g kd · h rt , S p = g kd +H ( pidi ) · h r p and
 ωy

π1 = Srpt (g H ( pidi ) g kd )r p , π2 =
(d y )rt
a y ∈

(St Ty )r y

a y ∈i ∪Ar

Verification: s j receives σi and checks
⎧
?
H ( pidi )
⎪
, S p ) = e(g, g) · e(h, π1 )
⎨ e(St g

?
e(Sy , St Ty ) =  · e(h, π2 ),
⎪
⎩
a y ∈i ∪Ar

If the two equations hold, s j confirms that a user with
pseudonym pi di has an attribute set that satisfies Ti . Then,
u i proves that it has pi di using the corresponding secret keys
to generate signatures. Note that, s j is unable to check if
u i has a specific attribute because s j without q is unable to
ω
differentiate d y y · h r y ∈ G from h r y ∈ Gq . This is subgroup
decision problem which is considered as a computationallyhard problem [24], [25].
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Fig. 5.
Fig. 4.

Home s j has an attribute set A j . Let i be the attribute
set of Ti . Denote ψi, j = A j ∩ i , |i | = α, and |ψi, j | = β.
In order to output the attribute proof, u i must use a th-size
subset Āi ⊆ Ai which satisfies Ti . We define s̄i, j as the
expected value of the number of attributes that appear in both
ψi, j and Āi as follows:
th

s̄i, j =

th

x · Pr[x] =
x=1

Service maintenance.

Service searching.

x·
x=1

β
x

·

α−β
t h−x
α
th

=

th · β
.
α

(2)

From the above equation, it can be seen that s̄i, j increases as
th or β increases and α decreases.
C. Communication Phase of Users
The user u i has a service request aiming to obtain biI
IB from the cooperative nearby homes. It generates an SRN
including its attribute proof and sends the SRN to the nearby
k-hop homes. k is an adjustable parameter. When k is larger,
more homes could be possibly the service providers. However,
the shared IB and WB from faraway homes are not reliable
because the data relay path may be disabled if one cooperative
home switches to serve other users. The attribute proof helps
the homes calculate the proximity score and determine the service priority. After sending the SRN, u i sets a time threshold
TS I N and waits the SIN from the homes. When TS I N expires,
a user receives the SINs from multiple homes s j . Each SIN
contains the available IB and WB from each individual home.
If an SIN is not received in TS I N , u i considers the home is
unable to provide any IB and WB due to either communication
failure or the fully occupied bandwidth. In addition, the SIN
also contains the geographical information (e.g., hops and
relaying path between the home and the user) such that users
can find the appropriate strategy. An example is shown in
Fig. 4. In the figure, u i knows the IB and WB that it can
obtain from the nearby homes.
Home selecting process: The user u i first checks if the
one-hop neighboring homes can provide larger IB than the
I
requested IB. Denote bi,1−hop
as the total IB shared by oneI
hop homes. If bi,1−hop ≥ biI , u i selects some of the onehop homes and obtain the requested IB from them; otherwise,
u i needs to check if the two-hop homes can provide enough
IB and if the one-hop homes have enough WB to act as the

I
service relays. Denote bi,2−hop
as the IB that are shared by
W
two-hop homes, and bi,1−hop as the WB that are shared by oneW
I
hop homes. Based on bi,2−hop
, bi,1−hop
and the geographic
information, u j schedule the relay path to obtain the largest
IB from two-hop homes. If the obtained IB is larger than
I
, u i selects some two-hop homes as service
biI − bi,1−hop
providers and some one-hop homes as service relays to obtain
I
; otherwise, u i further checks the three-hop homes
biI −bi,1−hop
and possible service relays.
After the home selecting process, u i chooses homes
s j ( j ∈ J j,1 ) as service providers
 and homes s j ( j ∈ J j,2 )
as service relays. We have biI = j ∈J j,1 bi,I j . A result of the
home selecting process is shown in Fig. 4 where s j , sk , sl , sm
are four service providers and a, b, c are three service relays
for u i . In this example, a is the service relay for sk , and
the WB (10 kb/s) shared by a must be no less than the IB
(10 kb/s) shared by sk . User u i then sends the SCNs to both
service providers and service relays where the occupied IB and
WB are indicated. In the example, u i sends sm the SCN with
W
I
bi,m
= 20, bi,m
= 10, s j the SCN with bi,I j = 10, bi,Wj = 0.
u i also sends the SCNs to the service relays to confirm the
occupied WB.
If u i ’s service request can be satisfied, i.e., u i obtains
the IB biI , u i switches to “service maintenance” status and
stops sending the SRN to the nearby homes. However, if not
obtaining enough IB (b̄iI < biI ), u i stays in “service searching”
status and continuously sends the SRN for the rest IB biI − b̄iI .
If u i moves to another location, the data relay path needs to
be redirected according to the updated location. An example
is shown in Fig. 5 where u i moves from L i,t at time t to
L i,t +1 at time t + 1. There are three possible conditions of
the neighbor change. In case 1, a home a being a neighbor
at time t is still a neighbor at time t + 1. In case 2, a home
b being a neighbor at time t is not a neighbor at time t + 1.
In case 3, a home c not being a neighbor at time t becomes a
neighbor at time t + 1. After arriving at L i,t +1 , u i will check
if any one-hop home who provides either IB or WB at time t
is missing at time t + 1. Consider u i has shared the total IB
b̃iI and WB b̃iW from the missing neighboring homes. In the
example in Fig. 5, the shared IB from s j , sm , sl are disabled.
u i changes its status to “service searching” and sends SRN
with bandwidth requirement b̃iI + b̃iW . Further, u i will also
check if any non one-hop home who provides either IB or WB
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Fig. 6.

Bandwidth allocation table by home s j .

at time t becomes a one-hop neighbor at time t + 1. In the
example, u i has a new neighbor sk . u i notifies sk that sk could
directly serve u i without the service relay a. In this way, the
communication overhead can be largely reduced. If no homes
have been found in the above two checks, u i keeps using the
strategy at time t + 1.
D. Communication Phase of Homes
Home s j initially has the IB b Ij and the WB b W
j to share
with users. s j maintains a bandwidth allocation table which
denotes the pseudonyms of served users and the corresponding
bandwidth usage details. The table includes four columns for
the pseudonyms of the users, the proximity scores between
the users and s j , the shared IB, and shared WB, respectively.
In the table, users are sorted by the proximity scores in a
descending order. The last row denotes the remaining IB br,I j
and remaining WB br,Wj . Consider a home s j serves two users
u 1 , u 3 at time t. The table is shown in Fig. 6, where s̄1, j > s̄3, j ,
I + b I + b I , bW = bW + bW + bW .
b Ij = b1,
j
3, j
r, j
j
1, j
3, j
r, j
Consider s j receives an SRN from a user u 2 at time t + 1.
By the proximity score calculation algorithm, s j calculates s̄2, j
between u 2 and itself. It compares s̄2, j with other proximity
scores from other served users, and finds s̄1, j ≥ s̄2, j > s̄3, j .
Since u 3 has a smaller proximity score than u 2 , s j ignores
the current service for u 3 and serves u 2 with a higher priority.
Thus, s j responds u 2 with an SIN indicating the available
W
I
I
I
IB b2,
j,S I N = b3, j + br, j and the available WB b2, j,S I N =
W
W
b3, j + br, j .
After sending the SIN, s j sets a time threshold TSC N and
waits the SCN from u 2 for TSC N . If it receives any other
SRN, s j records the requests but does not respond to them.
If s j does not receive the SCN from u 2 during TSC N , it
responds another SRN from the user with the largest proximity
I (≤ b I
score. If s j receives the SCN indicating b2,
j
2, j,S I N ) and
W
W
b2, j (≤ b2, j,S I N ), it assigns the requested bandwidth to u 2 .
Then, it checks the previous bandwidth allocation of the users
I
I
I
with lower priorities. If b2,
j,S I N − b2, j ≥ b3, j , u 3 will be
continuingly served with no change and s j checks if the user
with a further lower priority can be served; otherwise, s j
I
I
I
prepares an SAN indicating b3,
j = b2, j,S AN − b2, j and no
available IB for other users who have a lower priority than
u 3 . The allocation adjustment of WB is similar to that of IB.
s j always sends the SANs to the users about their changed IB
or WB from s j .
Due to the user mobility, an established data relay path
could possibly be disabled. An example is shown in Fig. 5,
when u i moves from L i,t to L i,t +1 , sm is not a neighbor of u i
at time t +1. sm makes the following adjustments immediately.
I
I
to u i , it releases the IB bi,m
and
If sm shares the IB bi,m

Fig. 7.
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W to u ,
increases the available IB. If sm shares the WB bi,m
i
W
it not only releases the WB bi,m and increases the available
WB, but also notifies other homes which deliver services to u i
through sm of canceling the shared IB and WB for u i . In the
communication phase of users, u i waits time Trelease to ensure
that the disconnected homes release the shared bandwidth for
itself, and re-sends the SRN to request the missing bandwidth
from nearby homes at time t + 1.

V. P RIVACY A NALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the privacy properties of the
EPS. Our analysis focuses on how the scheme can achieve
the identity privacy and the location privacy. In particular,
collusion attacks launched by multiple compromised homes
are considered.
a) Identity Privacy Preservation.: In the EPS, unique
identities are not used in the service searching and the service
maintenance. Instead, we use attributes to describe the users
and the home owners. The attributes are defined as the
common interests. The users and the home owners can easily
obtain the attributes from the Internet social communities,
e.g., Facebook, Twitter. Note that the direct disclosure of the
attributes might violate user privacy and make users easily
identifiable. Thus, in the EPS, we devise a privacy-preserving
attribute authentication scheme where a user is able to generate
an attribute proof. The attribute proof provides fuzzy attribute
information such that the verifier is not clear about the user’s
attributes but can still calculate the approximately proximity
score to determine the service priority. In addition, the multiple
pseudonym technique is adopted, i.e., users apply the literallymeaningless pseudonyms in the communications. Thus, the
disclosed pseudonyms do not reveal the unique identities of
the users, i.e., the identity privacy is preserved.
b) Location Privacy Preservation.: In the EPS, the location information is necessarily disclosed for service searching
and service maintenance. When u i sends an SRN to the nearby
homes within k-hops, the homes are able to identify the user
by a pseudonym pi di,1 . After choosing the service providers,
the user continuously applies pi di,1 and the home reserves
the bandwidth for the user with pi di,1 . If the user keeps
using the same service strategy in different time slots, the
location information of the user in different time slots will
be linked by pi di,1 . However, in different time slots, if the
user generates a new SRN, the EPS requires the user to
apply another pseudonym pi di,2 . From the view of homes,
due to the unlinkability of pi di,1 and pi di,2 , they will treat
the user who occupies the bandwidth with pi di,1 different
from the user who sends the SRN with pi di,2 . In Fig. 7,
s j is the last home that serves u i . If u i uses pi di,1 to
reach s j at L i,t and lastly uses pi di,1 at L i,t . The distance
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Fig. 8. Average service rate per number of users. (a) Requested IB = 20 kb/s. (b) Requested IB = 30 kb/s. (c) Requested IB = 40 kb/s. (d) Requested
IB = 50 kb/s.

Fig. 9. Average obtained bandwidth per number of users. (a) Requested IB = 20 kb/s. (b) Requested IB = 30 kb/s. (c) Requested IB = 40 kb/s. (d) Requested
IB = 50 kb/s.

Fig. 10.

A geographical map of the smart community.

between two locations is maximally 2k hops. Thus, even if the
compromised homes collude, they can only link the locations
of u i in maximum 2k hops.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the EPS
through the simulations. The performance metrics are the
average service rate and the average obtained bandwidth.
The average service rate is defined as the number of the
users who obtain satisfied service to the total number of
users. The average obtained bandwidth is defined as the the
bandwidth obtained by all users divided by the number of
users.
A. Simulation Settings
We adopt a geographic map shown in Fig. 10, where a total
of 74 homes are distributed in a 650m × 300m rectangular
area. Each home has a communication range of 100m. There
are n = 5, · · · , 30 users walking along the circular route at
average speed 1.5m/s. They always choose a destination on
the route and move to it from the start point by following

one of the two directions as shown in Fig. 10. After arriving
at the destination, users set the current locations as the start
points and choose random-selected destinations on the route
and continue to move toward the destinations. Each user has a
smartphone with the communication range 50m. 25 attributes
are generated in total, and 8 randomly selected attributes are
associated to each user and each home. Each user generates
an attribute structure which is in the form of “4 of 8” for
simplicity. To generate the attribute proof, a user randomly
selects 4 attributes that it has and other 4 attributes that it
does not have.
In the simulation, we consider that each home initially has
shared Internet bandwidth (SIB) S I B = (5, 8, 10) (kb/s) and
500 (kb/s) shared WB. If a home shares 5 kb/s to the users
from 8 am to 8 pm, it may maximally consume 5 * 3600 *
12 * 30 = 6.48 (gb) for either uploading or downloading the
Internet data for users. From Rogers company, the home owner
could have a monthly Internet cable plan with an upper bound
of the usage (500,250,150,120,80,20) gb, and it is possible
that a home has less than 10 gb unused Internet usage every
month. In this case, the home can share some of the unused
Internet bandwidth adaptively based on their own Internet
usage. Each user has a service request for (20,30,40,50) (kb/s)
IB and it only requests the service from homes less than
two hops. We conduct a total of 2000 simulation runs for
different parameters and obtain the average results which will
be analyzed in the next sub-section.
B. Simulation Results
c) Average Service Rate: In Fig. 8, we plot the average
service rate in terms of the number of users, the shared IB
of homes, and the requested IB of users. From Fig. 8, it
can be seen that when 5 users have service requests with
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10 (kb/s) IB and homes provide 10 (kb/s) IB, more than
90% of users’ requests can be satisfied. Because any single
home can well serve a user, the 5 users can easily find nearby
homes to obtain the satisfied IB. However, when the number
of users increases to 20 and the homes reduces the shared IB
to 5 (kb/s), only 35% of users’ requests can be satisfied. In
this case, a home cannot provide enough IB for a user, and
multiple homes have to cooperatively serve a user. Thus, the
competition among users becomes intensive; users with higher
service priorities can obtain more bandwidth from homes. In
addition, at some time, users may locate in the close locations,
and the nearby homes have limited IB and are unable to
satisfy the users. From other figures 8(b), 8(c) and 8(d), it
can be seen that the average service rate reduces when the
IB of the service requests increases. Especially when each
user requests 40 (kb/s) and each home shares 5 (kb/s), 8
fully cooperative homes can satisfy only one user’s service.
However, the average service rate of n = 15 is 0.06, which
means no user has obtained a satisfied service. It happens
because users are assigned with random attributes and any
of them can hardly obtain a high service priority from a large
number of homes.
d) Average Obtained Bandwidth: In Fig. 9, we plot the
average obtained bandwidth similar to the average service rate.
From Fig. 9, it can be seen that in the case of S I B = 5 and
n = 30, the average obtained bandwidth is about 13 (kb/s)
though the average service rate is only 34%. In other words,
though most users cannot obtain satisfied services, they still
obtain considerable IB from the nearby homes. Then, by
comparing the figures 9(a),9(b),9(c), and 9(d) we observe
that if users increase the requested IB, the average obtained
bandwidth in some cases increases while remains at the same
level for other cases. For example, when n = 10 and S I B = 8,
if the requested IB increases from 10 (kb/s) to 40 (kb/s), the
average obtained bandwidth increases from 19.55 (kb/s) to
45.42 (kb/s); when n = 25 and S I B = 5, if the requested IB
increases from 10 (kb/s) to 40 (kb/s), the average obtained
bandwidth stays around 15 - 16 (kb/s). In the first case,
the number of users (10) is relatively small and the shared
bandwidth 8 (kb/s) of each home is relatively large. Thus,
the IB of homes is not fully occupied. The average obtained
bandwidth can be increased. In the second case, the shared
bandwidth of homes are not enough, and thus the average
obtained bandwidth reach its upper bound.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient and privacypreserving service searching (EPS) scheme in the smart community. The EPS enables users outside of homes to search
the cooperative nearby homes which can share the Internet
bandwidth or WiFi bandwidth. When homes share the bandwidth, the service priority is determined by the proximity
score between users and home owners. The homes prefer to
serve the users with higher priorities. In the EPS, the Internet
bandwidth shared by homes can be efficiently searched and the
data relay strategies via the shared bandwidth can be managed
by users. In addition, the EPS preserves both identity privacy
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and location privacy for users. To evaluate the EPS, we have
provided its privacy analysis and conducted simulations based
on a geographic map to show its efficiency in terms of average
service rate and average obtained bandwidth. In our future
work, we will consider the radio interference and study how
to optimize the bandwidth sharing performance by adaptively
controlling the transmission power of homes.
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